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PREFACE 

The history of electric resistance furnaces is one of 

progressive development and regressiono 
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The resistance furnace was first introduced to industry in 

the period of 1920 to 19220 Very effective sales campaigns were 

conducted and the industries made up the proving ground for the 

equipment. Sales increased steadily until industry, through 

new gained experience, realized the resistance furnace was not 

the cure-all as they were lead to believe . As a result, the 

rapid growth in the use of resistance furnaces suffered a re

versal and an equally rapid decline in sales in many industrial 

heating process es occurred. 

In recent years the industries, under heavy expansion, 

began to realize the outstanding features offered by the resistor 

furnace. The designers and users began to compare the resistor 

furnaces with fuel fired furnaces from a different standpoint 

than their predecessors. They began to understand that the value 

of the resistor furnace did not lie in thinking in comparative 

terms of electricity and fuel costs, but rather the furnace's 

value was hidden in the improved quality of the product and over

all cost figures, not just those of fuels alone. 

In spite of the many advances being made, the designers of 

the electric resistance element of the resistor furnace are 

neglecting to consider one very important factor, namely, economy, 

The purpose of this thesis is ,to show the design engineer 

and the user of electric resistance elements that economy, based 
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on sound e~gineering fundamentals, can be obtained and incorpo-
, 

I 

rated into:the resistance element. 

It is the hope of the author that the material presented 

here may be of some value to the engineers working in the field 

of electric heating elements and their users, and that it may 

prove to be beneficial to others interested in conducting more 

research along the same general lines. 
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CFJ-1.PTER I 

In the consideration of economics of resistor heating 

elements, it is of pri me i mportance to review the conditions the 

element must meet, the conditions under which the element must 

operate, and its applications in order to fully understand the 

factors involvedo 

THE RESISTOR FURNACE 

The resistor furnace offers a large number of distinctive 

features over other kinds available .. The main features are : 

(1) simplicity of applicat ion, (2) reproduc ibility of any process 

resulting in t he improvement of the quality9 (3) the heat distri

buted or radiated is uniform, and (4) freedom of choice of t he 

atmosphere o In addition » several minor factors may be mentioned, 

such as~ (1) easier metering, (2) ease with which small units 

can be constructed, (3) simpler construction, (4) ~implified 

operation, (5) no combustion products to dispos e o f 3 (6) the 

amount of heat radiated to surroundings is relatively small3 and 

(7) less space is requiredo 

At the present time, electrically produced heat is availa

ble for almost any application, ioeo, heating air 3 liquids, 

solids, melting metals, heat treating, dry ing, sterilizing, 

brazing~ and many otherso Electric heating units can be sus

pended in air, immersed in liquids, or embedded in solid material 

insuring highest efficiency in the transfer of heat for the two 

latter cases because all of t he heat must pass into the liqu i d 
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or solid being heatedo 

Electrically produced heat does not require a flow of air, 

does not emit fumes, or create soot nor is there a flameo The 

electric furnace will, in general, take less floor space and can 

more easily be located than a fuel fired furnace when such 

factors as fuel storage and ash disposal are taken into accounto 

The accuracy of control over the temperature or flow of 

heat applies to both uniformity in space and uniformity in time 9 

both having their effect on the uniformity of the temperature of 

the chargeo In regard to flow of energy or temperature uni

formity in space 9 proper furnace design coupled with the proper 

placing of the charge in the furnace will provide uniformly 

generated heat or that the heat transferred to the charge is 

uniformo For example 9 heating elements can be .properly distri

buted within the heating chamber and then easily grouped in 

separate sections, each with its own controlo Used this way 

they can compensate for local high heat losses avoiding cool 

areas near doors or other openingso This uniformity is very 

seldom9 if ever9 accomplished in the fuel-fired furnaceo Auto

matic controls have been developed for all types of furnacess 

fuel-fired as well as elec,tric :J and on the surface it appears 

that the furnaces should be alike as far as uniformity of energy 

flow or temperature with time is concernedo However, no fuels 

are consistantly alikeo The changes in composition requires 

different air-fuel ratios which cannot be achieved automaticallyo 

This obstacle is not present in electric furnaces resulting in 

a superiority of uniformity of temperature with timeo 
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Rapid developments have been and are being made in con

trolled atmosphere processes which is a very important advantage 

of resistance furnaceso The heating chamber and the source of 

heat in a resistor furnace are practically independent making 

possible the control of the atmosphere and its function to almost 

the same degree of precision as is electrical energyo 

Some engineers have classified atmospheres in heating 

chambers of resistance furnaces as (1) natural atmosphere and 

(2) artificial atmosphereol 

The natural atmosphere., as the name implies 9 is the result 

of air entering the heating chamber by intent or leakage and 

mixing with the gases given off by the chargeo The natural 

atmosphere continually changes during the heating process being 

dependent upon the amount of gas liberated from the charge which 

is naturally a function of the temperature of the charge, the 

chemical reactions taking place in the chamber, and the rate at 

which air is allowed to entero The only controllable factor is 

the rate at which air enters, such control can be obtained by 

sealing the chamber and using throttling ventso Natural atmos

pheres can be used to control the oxidation of the charge in 

processes not warranting the use of an artificial atmosphereo 

Gases of known and previously determined composition 

introduced into a tightly sealed heating chamber constitutes 

an artificial atmosphereo The gases so injected may enter 

1 No Ro Stanselp "Industrial Electric Heating.,'' General 
Electric Review, XXXI (October, 1928) 9 560o 
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directly into the chemical reaction taking place in the heating 

chamber, combining readily at the high temperatures, or they may 

remain neutral to reactionso In controlling the flow of the 

artificial atmosphere one must bear in mind that gases may be 

liberated from the charge and the reactions taking place occur 

at elevated temperatures and various pressures; all this must be 

considered when selecting the gases and determining the rate of 

flowo Also grouped under artificial atmospheres are the atmos-

pheres maintained at a pressure below atmospherico 

Below is a classification of the use of gas atmospheres, 

being defined on the basis of the material to be heated and the 

process in viewo 

(1) Processes in which the result, wholly or in part, is 
due to formation of an oxideo One example is the baking 
of oil-bonded sand coreso This is an oxidation processo 
A second example is vitreous enamelling in which the bond 
between the ground coat and the base metal is formed by 
an oxldeo For processes of this kind natural atmospheres 
are us·edo 

(2) Processes for which the oxygen content of a natu~al 
atmosphere is permissible provided it is restricted by a 
closed, but not necessarily sealed, heating chambero An 
example is the annealing of machine parts preliminary to 
machiningo A certain limited amount of scaling, ioeo, 
surface oxidation, is acceptable, the limitation being that 
the degree of this action must not make machining difficulto 

(3) Processes for which the atmosphere of the heating 
chamber must be neutral, ieeo, without effect upon the 
material of the chargeo The annealing of copper in an 
atmosphere of steam is an illustration of processes of 
this kindo 

(4) Processes which require an atmosphere which will 
bring about the reduction of an oxideo The use of hydrogen 
as a flux in the brazing of steel parts is an exampleo 

(5) Processes which require holding the charges at an 
elevated temperature for a period of timeo Here excessive 
oxidation would result if oxygen is permitted access to the 



charge, and the atmosphere of the heating chamber must be 
neutral or, as is generally used, reducing in charactero 
An example is the heat treatment of steel to improve its 
magnetic propertieso 

(6) Processes in which a constituent of the heating chamber 
atmosphere combines with the charge to change some physical 
property of the material as in gas carburizing, nitriding., 
etco 

(7) Processes for the purification of metalso 2 

It would not be fair to look only into the advantages of 

resistance furnaces; it, like everything else, has decided 

disadvantages$ Among these are: h igh first cost, fuel storage 

is impossiblep repairs are more expensive, the furnace is more 

subject to abuse., and forcing of the furnace is impossible .. 

Several of these points may be argued; for example, certainly 

fuel storage is impossible but perhaps this is not objectionable 

in certain installations with our present practice of inter-

connecting power systems and t hrough the use of a loop primary 

feedero Another example might be the higher first cost itemo 

Comparing furnaces in regard to Btu per dollar for first cost 

makes the resistor furnace usually appear higher than the other 

typeso This would be somewhat like looking at only part of a 

mathematical equationo Complete consideration should be given 

of the entire cost figureso This will.~ in many instances, 

justify the purchase of a resistance furnace with the decision 

based on this one item alone 9 especially when such factors are 

considered as the ability of an e lectric furnace to be located 

2 N., R0 Stansel and Co Dantsizen9 nindustrial Electric 
Heating," General Electric Review~ XXXII (March., 1929), 1630 
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directly in the line of material flow reducing handling costs, 

accurate control and reproducibility of any process minimizing 

rejected work loss , and comfortable working con~itions can easily 

be maintainedo 

RESISTANCE FURNACE TYPES 

Electrir. resistance furnaces are divided into the two 

general classes of batch and continuous furnaceso Each main 

classification is further divided into several types and these 

types are given a descriptive title according to the method used 

to convey the charge to and from the heating chamber, the shape, 

or the means of supporto 

The hatch type furnaces, as the name implies, is designed 

for heating individual stationary or non-moving chargeso Its 

use is mainly for heat treating of castings and forgings; an

nealing of steel castings~ bar stock, and plates; relieving of 

stresses in welded structures; nitriding; carburizing; and other 

artificial atmosphere treatmentso 

The continuous furnace has a continuous or intermittent 

conveyor feedo Furnaces of this classification are used for 

hardening gears, bolts ~ ball and roller races, and other parts; 

annealing steel strips; heat treating glass; drawing; brazing; 

normalizing; vitreous enamelling; and other processeso These 

furnaces also are frequently used with controlled artificial 

atmosphereso A slow cooling or a quenching chamber may be 

attached to this type of furnace and be incorporated in its 

fee do 



The selection of the type of furnace depends upon the 

method of handling the charge., chaJ'.'a.cter of material to be 

heated; the process; weight 9 size, shape, and volume of pieces; 

and the desired rate of productiono 

THE RESISTOR ELm:IENT 

The electrical element of the furnace 9 the resistor, is 

the most important single item in the design of resistance 

furnaceso The resistors are the element of highest temperature 

placed directly i n the heating chamber and hence more subject 

to the danger of failure than any componento 

The resistors 9 or sources of heat, are separated from the 

charge only by the atmosphere, natural or artificial, therefore, 

the transfer of heat is directo This direct transfer of heat 

is an asset to the resistance furnaceo Synonymous with it is 

that a small temperature gradient exists between the resistor 

element and the heating chamber, since there is practically no 

thermal storage capacity in the atmosphere, and immediate re

sponse is therefore obtained from the temperature control 

equipmento This 9 of course 9 leads to simplicity itselfo 

What are the desired properties of the resistor element 

material? The conditions the ideal material must meet are many 

and no material can fulfill each and every oneo The more im

portant properties that a material should possess are: 

(1) Freedom from action with the atmosphere whether 

natural or artificialo The material should resist oxidation 

and scaling in a natural atmosphere OI' chemical reaction 



with the artificial atmosphere. This is a primary 

requisite. 

(2) The melting point of the material should be high and 

confined to a narrow range. The narrow range assures the 

designer that the resistance material will not soften and 

sag until well above the operating temperature. 

(3) The cost of the material should be reasonable. 
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(4) The coefficient of expansion should be low eliminating 

the need of special supports to allow for expansion and 

contraction. 

(5) It should be mechanically strong at high temperatures 

and must not undergo a permanent increase in length. 

(6) The material should have a comparatively high coef

ficient of resistivity. Without it, heat will not be 

developed economically. The current in the resistor must 

be limited by its resistance. Without high resistivity the 

length of wire required to limit the current would perhaps 

not fit in the space available and would not produce the 

required high temperature. 

(7) Its temperature coefficient of resistivity from room 

temperature to the operating temperature should be low and 

preferably positive. If this is not possible , it should 

at least be low within the working temperature range of the 

heating chamber., 

(9) The material should be a rather poor conductor of heat, 

cool terminals are des ired. 



(10) The material should be workable, that is, it should 

be easy to shape into any forr:1 desired for the elemento 

(11) No chemical reactions should occur between the 

resistor and its supports or terminals. 

(12) The material should be non-magnetic. 
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(13) The resistor element should have a long useable life. 

With these desired properties in mind it is readily seen 

that no material can meet all of these requirements, and as 

operating temperatures increase the search becomes more 

fruitless. 

The materials in general use can be grouped into four 

classifications: 

(1) nickel-chromium alloys 

(2) iron and steel alloys 

(3) molybdenum 

(4) non-metallic resistors such as the silicon-carb ide 

productso 

The nickel·-chromium alloys are largely responsible for the 

present state of development of resistor furnaceso These alloys 

do not meet the ideal material requirements but do come suffi

ciently close to be the most useful material at the present timeo 

When a resistor made of nickel-chromium alloy is first 

heated an oxide film forms on its surface and this film acts as 

a protector preventing to a large degree the formation of 

additional oxide by resisting the penetration of oxygen. Fortu

nately, this ox ide has the same coefficient of expansion as the 

material itselfo 
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As the chromium content of the nickel-chromium alloy is 

increased the resistance to ox idation increases and the element 

can withstand higher temperatures before the resistance to 

exces s ive ox idation is broken downo However., as the chromium 

content is increased the material becomes less workable, that is , 

it becomes increasingly difficult to form into the desired 

shapeso Alloys cont aining 80% nickel and 20% chromium have been 

found to be a justifiable limito This composition has satis

factory ox idation resistance up to 1150° Co or approximately 

2100° Fo 80- 20 nickel-chromium alloys have a rather high 

resistivity, 650 oh.Jns at 70° Fo The resistance increase for 

this alloy from room temperature to operating temperatures over 

1000° Fo is approximately 7% which is not large and can be 

operated from constant voltage circuits without necessitating 

voltage regulating equipmento These alloys have excellent 

strength at high temperatures and only a slight amount of 

expansiono 

As mentioned previously., the oxide coating formed on the 

surface of the material acts as a protector to oxidation but does 

not eliminate it completelyo The thickness of this coating 

slowly increases throughout the life of the element, resulting 

in a s maller cross-section of alloy available for the passage 

of current or an increase in resistanceo This increase is very 

slight if the material temperature is below its operating limit. 

For low temperatures, usually below 1850° Fo, alloys of 

lower chromium content are usedo 
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The main object in attempting to use iron or stee l resistors 

is to obtain higher furnace temperatures but t hese elements by 

themselves a.re practically of no valueo For instance., steel 

has a melting point of approx i mately 2650° Fo and yet , by it

self, it cannot be used at a temperature in excess of 800 to 

1000° F o because it would oxidize too rapidlyo Used in an arti

ficial atmosphere the material is still not satisfactory due t o 

its excessive expansion coefficient o The large difference be

tween the cold and hot resistance of iron and steel makes it 

necessary to provide means of l imiting the current on starting 

from a co l d stateo Another objec tion to its use is t hat it is 

a magnetic material i n a cold state resulting in a low power 

factoro The p ower factor does be come unity when heated to the 

non-magnetic stateo In general, the same object.ions are en

countered in the alloys of iron and steelj namelyj excessive 

expansion.l) poor strength at high temperatures , and many of the 

others mentioned above o Certain a lloys do overcome the low 

oxidati on resistance and have a high specific resistanceo It 

might be remembered that nearly all pure me tals such as copper9 

iron~ aluminum or nicke l have specific r es istances that are too 

low to develop heat economically and oxidize too easily wit hout 

the formation of a protective oxide coatingo 

Molybden~unj as a pure metal , is sometimes us ed as a materi a l 

for high temperature laboratory furnace s o It must be protected 

from oxidation having oxidation r esis t ance only up to 700° Co 

By us ing an artificial atmosphere t he material can be very 

useful for high temperature work having an extremely high melting 
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:point ()f 2625° c. or L~750° F.. The melting point is higher than 

the softening point of refractory materials resulting in the 

heating chamber temperature being limited by the supports~ 

Molybdenum has a low specific resistance but due to its high 

me1ting point it can be operated at a high value of current .. 

When used9 voltage control equipment is necessary because of the 

:Large change in resistance with temperature., The high cost of 

this material limits its use to laboratory units .. 

In the field of non-metallic resistors the most import~nt 

type is made of silicon-carbide sold in the United States under 

the trade name of Globaro Resistors of this material are 

available for furnace temperatures up to 24000 Fo The silicon

carbide products are not subject to oxidation .. They do have 

serious objections and offer a field o~en to much improvement .. 

The resistivity of this material is not constant; starting at 

room temperature the resistivity drops by about one-third 

reaching a minimum about 800° F., and then increases .. The 

material has a change of resistivity with time as well as 

temperature following an irregular pattern with magnitudes on the 

order of 1:5 or moreo After a period the resistance of the 

element becomes too high reducing the .current through it and 

thus its temperature .. The remedy is to increase the appiied 

voltage or renew the element.. The manufactur•ers of Globar 

recommend the use of transformers having ·a1:1 high as thirty-six 

voltage taps .. 

Other materials are in use but their use is confined to 



the lower temperatures of 12000 Foor less and thus have ·1imited 

applications, primarily that of small low temperature furnaces 

and applianceso 



CHAPTER II 

In the study of electric heating element economies, what 

factors are going to determine the point of economical operation? 

This question goes back to the grass roots of the use of heating 

elements and can best be answered by another question, what is 

the purpose of the resistance element? Naturally, it is to 

produce a useful output of heato 

Heat energy can be transmitted from one place to another 

by three distinct methods: conduction, convection, and radi-

ation 0 Conduction occurs if the transmission of heat takes place 

by a point-by-point process within solid bodies or between solid 

bodies if they are placed in intimate contact {also occurs in 

liquids in combination with convection)o For instance, if one 

end of a metal rod is placed in a hot furnace, the heat will 

travel along the rod by the process of conduction .. Convection 

is the transference of heat in liquids and gases due to moving 

masses of matter caused by the differences in densities. As the 

molecules move from hotter to colder parts they convey the heat 

contained within themselves,. The ·transfer of heat by uheat 

wavesu or radiant energy is called radiationo This method of 
' transfer involves the conversion of internal energy into radiant 

energy., At the receiver this radiant energy is converted back 

to internal energy with no heating of the intermediate gas or 

vacuum., 

For temperatures above 1200° F .. , resistors are located 

within the heating chamber so as to transmit heat directly to 



the charge by radiationo At the high temperatures and low 

temperature gradients that exist in a resistance furnace, the 

natural convection component is small and heat transferred in 

this manner can usually be neglected, leaving only heat trans-

ferred by radiation to be considered in a heating chamber. 

A brief review of the laws of radiation will be necessary 

to fully understand the problem at hand. 

LAWS OF RADIATION 

A black body is defined as a body that absorbs all the 
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radiant energy that falls on it and reflects noneo When a body 

of this nature is heated so as to act as a source, the :radiation 

emitted is called black body radiation. 

By using a source that approaches the idealized black body 

and after making necessary corrections for absorption in various 

parts of the apparatus, curves can be obtained showing the 

energy distribution in the spectrum of a black body at various 

temperatureso These curves, which are reproduced in Figure 1, 

were first obtained by Lummer and Pringsheiml after a thorough 

study of a radiationo The curves show that the spectrum is 

continuous and has a definite characteristic shape. 

The German physicist.9 Max Planck, found these curves could 

be fit by an equation which bears his name. Planck 1 s empirical 

equation is 

1 Lummer and Pringsheim9 11 Die verteilung der Energie im 
Spektrum des schwarzen Korpers," Ve~1:1.ndlungen der Deutschen 
Physikalischen Gessellschaft 9 I. (1899f, pp .. 23 and 215, II (1900), 
Po 1630 
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Wavelength, ~ , in Microns 

Experimental Radiation Curves of A Black Body 
. at Various Absolute Temperatures (Kelvin) 

Figure l 
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1 
( 1) 

where c = Naperian base of logarithms (207180.,.) 

W n, = Radiant energy emitted per unit area per unit range 

of wavelength 

A = Wavelength in microns 

C1 = First radiation constant 

C2 = 1Second radiation constant 

T1 = Absolute temperature of radiating bodyo 

Referring again to the energy distribution curves it may be 

noted that the energy of each wavelength rises rapidly with an 

increase in temperature and that the higher the temperature the 

shorter is the wavelength at which maximum energy occurs. By 

taking Planck's equation and differentiating it with respect to 

wavelength.,?\., it is possible to find the position of the peak 

energy relative to wavelengtho This relation can be expressed 

as 

?'\max T = 2897 ( 2) 

which is often called Wients displacement lawo 

The·. total energy radiated from a black body can be found by 

intergrating Planck 1 s equation from zero to infinity or., in other 

words., finding the area under the curve of W ?\ shown in Figure 

lo This r~lationship is expressed by the Stefan-Boltzmann law., 

which is 

(3) 



where 

w 

i 
I 

I 

.. *adiant ene:rgy emitted per 1.ttli t area 
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Ti= .Absolute temperature of radiating 1-'ody 

~=Stefan-Boltzmann constant which depends upon the units 

used for expressing Wand T10 

The above equation yields the total energy radiated to cold 

space (absolute zero) and has very little use in dealing with a 

practical problem. The law is usually expressed in a modified 

i'orm as 

where 

e = Emissivity factor (black body= 1) 

T2 = Absolute temperature of the surroundings. 

and Wand T1 are as defined above. 

(4) 

The emissivity of a body is a physical property indicative 

of the amount of radiation. It is the ratio of the emissive 

power of an actual surface to that of a black body. Typical 

values for various surfaces can be found in Wo Ho Adams, Heat 

Transmission, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1942. 

Some of the typical values of the Stefan-Boltzmann constants 

bases on Degrees Kelvin appear in Table I. 



TABLE T2 

x 10-5 erg cm-2 deg-4 sec-1 
x 10-8 watts meter-2 feg-4 
x 10-12 cal cm-2 deg- ~ec-1 
x 10-ll watts in-2. d19.g·4- . 
x 10-8 Btu ft-2 deg-4- b+>-1 . 
x 10-12_ kw-hr ft-2 deg-~ hr-1 
x 10-9 kg-cal ft-2 deg-4 hr-1 

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM 

The temperature attained by an electric heating element 
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is determined by the input expressed in watts per square inch of 

surface area and the rate at which energy is lost by conduction, 

convection, and radiationo The life of an element is dependent 

on its temperatureo Since the electrical energy input varies 

as the square of the impressed voltage, it is readily seen that 

both the temperature of the element and the life.of the element 

are dependent on the impressed voltageo 

Mro Go Co Stauffer experimentally determined the relations 

of these values which are graphically shown in Figure 203 These 

relations were obtained by performing tests similar to the 

AoSoToMo Standard Life Tests4 on samples of Nichrome v,5 an 80-20 

nickel-chromium alloy, of 00025 inch diameter at a temperature 

2 Ao Ho Canada., "Simplified Calculation of Black-Body 
Radiation,:' General Electric Review., XLI (December., 1948), Po 52. 

3 F o. :t;., Bash, "Life Expectancy of Electrical Heating 
Elements?" Metal Progress., XXXVII (January, 1940), Po 41., 

4specification B76-36 of the American Society for Testing 
Materials .. 

5 A product of the Driver-Harris Company, Harrison, New 
Jersey .. 
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p~f ,21500 F o 

Committee B-4 of the American Society for 1l1esting Materials 

which arrived at the standard life test spent two years in its 

development 0 Many cycles of heating and cooling were tried and 

the committee de.finitely established that a cycle of two minutes 

heating and two minutes cooling gave the shortest life for f/22 

wire tested tmder the most .severe oxidiz.ing conditions.. Com-. 

mi ttee B-4 also found that the size of wire is immaterial betvrnen 

18 and 2~- gage 0 1rhese results weI'e later' verified in Europe., 

The cm.,ves of Pigure 2 may, the1'efore, be applied to wil"es of 

this I'ange, #18 to #24 gageo 

The c1.1pves are plotted in terms of ratio of voltages 

squared .. This ratio is that of applied to Pated voltage or vice 

versa making the ratio a number g1"e a ter than one. The ordinates 

of the curves show temperature change in degrees Fahrenheit 

which is positive for applied voltages greater than rated and 

negative for app1ied voltages less than rated .. Also plotted as 

an ordinate is the life factor which for increasing voltages is 

to be divided into the normal life and for decx•eased voltages 

the normal life is to be multiplied by this factor to find the 

new lifeo 

The use of these curves can best be illustrated by an 

exampleo Consider a small furnace that is rated at 110 volts, 

having a normal life of 5 years., If the furnace were·to be 

operated at 125 volts, its new life would be 5/405 or only 1$1 

years .. This is obtained by taking the voltage ratio 125/110 and 

squaring, resulting in a ratio of L,29.. Entering the curve with 
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this value·we find the life factor to be approximately 4 . .5 or 

its new life would be 5/4.5 or only 1.1 years. The curves hold 

true for voltages lower than rated also. For example, if we 

were going to operate the above furnace at 100 volts the voltage 

ratio squared would be (110/100)2 or 1.21 and the new life would 

be approximately 5 x 3 (the life factor) or 15 years. When oper

ated with voltage higher than rated the life is shortened but the 

temperatur~ is increased while the reverse is true at voltages 

less than rated. The curves of Figure 2 apply only within the 

· limitations of the maximum operating temperatures of the alloy. 

Certainly it is evident that there must be a voltage at 

which it would be economical to operate. This value of voltage 

can best be found by determining the minimum cost per unit of 

heat output. In general the plan would be to arrive at an 

equation involving all costs in the numerator and the heat output 

in the denominator of an equation, such as, 

Q = energy cost+ total element cost 
heat output ( .5) 

then by taking the derivative with respect to the voltage ratio 

a minimum can be determined. Before doing this however, many 

factors must first be determined. 

~onsidering the proposed .method of approach it will first 

be necessary to evaluate the terms in the equation, namely, the 

energy oodt, the total element cost, and the unit heat output 

in terms of the voltage ratio. 
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ENERGY COST 

The energy cost of operating an element will depend on the 

electrical energy input which can be expressed as 

where 

E0 = energy cost in dollars per kw-hr 

H 

w 

y 

= hours element in use 

= rated kilowatts of element 

= voltage ratio actual volta@ 
11 rated voltage 

TOTAL ELEMENT COST 

The total element cost expressed in terms of the voltage 

(6) 

ratio is somewhat more difficult to determineo The total element 

cost must include such items as re'placement cost, the first cost 

of the complete resistor, and maintenance costso These costs 

are dependent on the voltage ratio as shown in Figure 2, that is, 

the higher the ratio of voltages the shorter life resulting in 

more replacement, maintenance, and element costo This relation 

to voltage can be found from the curve of Figure 2 which involves 

the life factoro The curve is replotted in Figure 3 on semi

logarithmic coordinates yielding a straight line variationo 

The general equation for a straight line is 
i 

AX+ BY+ C = 0 

where X in this case is the voltage ratio y2 and Y is log F, 

the logarithm of the life factoro By using any of the available 
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methods of q.etermining the equation of a straight line, the 

resulting relation is 

Y = 2o237X - 20237 

since 

Y = log F 

and 

X = the voltage ratio, y2 

the equation after substitution gives 

log F = 20237 y2 - 20237 

or 

(7) 

which is the life factor expressed in terms of the voltage ratioo 

The total element cost can.' then be expressed as 

where 

Ac H (Oo0058) 1020237Y2 

L 

Ac = first cost of element 

costs 

H = hours used 

y = voltage ratio 

(8) 

+ maintenance costs + replacement 
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L = normal hours of life with standard intermittent heating6 

The normal hours of life with standard intermittent heating must 

be included to obtain the cost in dollars or the same units as 

the energy_cost of Equation 8. 

To determine the normal hours of life more information is 

necessaryo The additional information must show the relation 

between the normal hours of life and the element temperature for 

the same size wire and under the same test conditions as previ-

ously used, that is, the normal hours of life with standard 

intermittent heating as a function of temperature. 

Test results6 are plotted in Figure 4 showing the relation 

between the total hours of life and the temperature of the 

element under the life tests as devised by the A.SoT.Mo 

The three curves indicate the advances made in recent· years 

in the d~velopment of heating element materials-o The "X-lOOB" 

was a later development then the "AoS.T.Mo 1934" and ''Lot 1406" 

represents the most recent development. The three nichrome V's 

are alloys having a nominal composition of 80% nickel and 20% 

chromium. It is assumed that X-lOOB is typical of the 80-20 

alloys and is used as the present standard of comparison.7 

The value of Equation (8) can now be determined with the 

aid of the curve of the re.ference standard X-lOOB in the study 

of 80-20 nickel-chromium alloys. By knowing the operating 

6 F ... E., Ba.sh., "Estimating Life of'Electrical Heating 
Elements,lt M0tal Progress, XXXIII (February,. 1938), p. 144., 

7 Ibid., P• 145. 
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temperature the normal hours of life can be found directly from 

this curve or its equation 

where 

and 

L = the normal hours of life with standard intermittent 

heating 

t1 = element temperature in degrees Fahrenheito 

HEAT OUTPUT 

(9) 

As pointed out previously, the transmission of heat in a 

resistance furnace is usually accomplished by radiation. To 

determine the t otal energy radiated it is necessary to apply our 

laws of radiationo The Stefan-Boltzmann law, Equation (4), deals 

with the total energy radiatedo This law expresses the relation 

between the total energy radiated per unit area and the tempera

ture as 

(4) 

It mus t be kept in mind that the temperature is dependent 

on the impres sed voltageo The curve of Figure 1 graphically 

shows the relation of temperature change with the voltage ratio 

squared. Although this curve was obtained at an initial temper

ature of 2150° F. it can be applied within limits to the higher 

furnace temperatures near this valueo This curve is replotted 

in Figure 5 on semi-logarithmic coordinates giving a straight 
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line relation() The equation of this line is 

At = 2700 logy (10) 

where 

D.t = the change in temperature (°F) 

and 

y = the voltage ratio 

The Stefan-Boltzmann law was originally derived with the 

units of temperature to be in degrees Kelvin (°K = 0 c + 273)., 

Since the English system of units is commonly used in this 

country it is desired that the law be expressed in Rankine 

temperature$ ( 0 R = °F + !~60) s or 

where 

T1 = absolute temperature of the radiating body in degrees 

Rankine 

T2 = absolute temperature of the surroundings in degrees 

Rankine 

<:. = Oo173 x 10-8 Btu per hr., sq ft, oR4 

and wand e having the same definition as given previouslyo 

A change in the applied voltage will change the temperature 

of the radiating bodys the resistance element 9 in accordance 

with Equation (7) 9 that is~ 

At = 2700 Logy (7) 

Substituting Equation (7) in Equation (L~t) yields an 
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I 
i 
I 

expression 

ratioo 

ltor 

! 

the radiant energy output in terms of the voltage 

W = e <:1""UT1 + A t)4 - T24J 

or W = e~ [(Ti + 2700 log y)4 - 1'24] (11) 

SOLUT~ON OF THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM 

' 
All of the quantities in the proposed equation (Equation 5) 

are now expressed in terms of the voltage ratioo 

Equations (6), (8), and (11) may now be substituted in 

Equation (5) .. 

Q = energy cost+ total element cost 
heat output 

= Ec}TuVy2 + ~(0 0 0058)102°237Y2 

e<S" [{Ti + 2700 log y)L~ - T24] 
(12) 

The first derivative set equal to zero to find the minimum 

gives 

· 2 OT1 + 2700 log yJ4 - T2g [ ~0 \Vy + o,0299Af 102 • 237Y2] 

- 4690 [T1 + 2700 log y ]3 [ E0 Wy + o.oo.58~;1.02• 237y2] 

= 0 (13) 

" This equation shows the relation that exists between the 
I 

energy cost per kw-hr, the kilowatt rating of the resistance 

element, the normal life with standard intermittent heating, the 

temperature of the surroundings, the temperature of the element 

. i 
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vii th rated voltage applied., and the voltage ratioo Values may 

be substituted in this equation to determine the voltage at which 

a resistance heating element should be operated for minimum cost. 

Unfortunately., the equation is too involved to solve for the 

voltage ratio, y, directly; a trial and error solution is neces-

saryo 

APPLICATION 

The following design data of a resistance heating element 

for an open type range unit is taken from a slide rule printed by 

Hoskins Manufacturing Company for use with Chromel 11 A"., an 80-20 

nickel-chromium alloyo 

E = 110 volts 

I = 5o~-5 amperes when hot 

#21 gage 

W = Oo6 kilowatts 

R = 18o9 ohms (at 75°F) 

length of wire= 2306 feet 

Assume the following values apply to this elemento 

energy cost = ~~O o O 3 per kw-hr 

total element cost = A~l.i-oOO ( initial element cost plus 

replacement and maintenance costs) 

and the temperature gradient to be 100° Foor the receiver of the 

radiant energy is at a temper•ature of 1550° Fo 

The normal life under standard intermittent heating con

ditions can be found from Equation (9) 

L = (:5' 0 37 x 1oll)10-0o00~-57tl 

= (5o37 X 1Qlljl0-0o00457(16_50) 

= ()o3 X 101l)io-7o5Li- = 15,500 hrs 0 



Substituti:qg the above values in Equation (13) gives 
i 

2 [(T{ + 2700 log y)4' - T2~ [ EcWY + o.0299Af 102• 237Y2] 

- 4'690 [T1 + 2700 logy J 3 [EoWY + o.oo5~102• 237Y2] = o 

= 2 ~2110 + 2700 log y)4 - 20104] [oo03(0o6)y 

+ o.02*9(~lylo2.237y~ 15 00 J 
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- 4690 ~110 + 2700 log y] 3 f ;,ol8y + 1 ·!Ja6 ; 10- 6102.237Y2] 

= 0 

= 2 [(2110 + 2700 logy)~- - 20104] [00018 

+ (7o71 X 10-6}yl02o237Y~ 

- 4690 [2110 + 2700 log y] 3 [0.018 + 1 ·496./ 10- 6102°237Y2] 

= 0 

The easiest method to follow in solving this equation is 

to equate its two parts, 

2 ~2110 + 2700 log y)4 - 20104] [0 .. 018 

+ (7o71 X 10-6)y1020237Y2] 

= 4690 [2110 + 2700 log y J 3 [ 0.018 + 1•!Ja6 ; io-6102.237Y2] 

then solve by trial and error carrying on a plot of the two sides 

of the equation at the same timeo The intersection point of the 
I 

two curves thus formed will result in its solution which in this 
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case gives y = lo25o 

The heating element can then be r•edesigned for a voltage of 

lo25 times 110 vol.ts or its new kilowatt rating will be its 

original rating multiplied by the voltage ratio squared., 

VP = Wy2 = o .. 6(1056) = 00936 kwo 

To obtain this wattage it is necessary to go back to the 

original design data which gives the current dravm9 when hot, as 

5,J~5 amps and original wattage of 600 watts at 110 volts.. From 

this it can be determined that the resistance is 20o2 ohms (hot) 

for the 23.,6 feet that compose the resistance unito It is now 

desired that its resistance be changed so as to consume 0 .. 936 kw 

at rated voltage or the new resistance will be ~~g2 or 12 .. 9 ohms .. 

The new length of wire can be found by proportion$ 

length 
12 .. 9 

or the new length will be 15ol feet. 

This will give the most economical element .. 

Economy is not achieved through the short.er length of wireo 

In developing the conditions for economical operation the total 

element cost.9 Ac 9 which consists of the initial element cost plus 

the replacement and maintenance cost, is taken as a constant or 

fixed value for any given element~ (See Equation 8).. The change 

in the length of the wire would represent only a very small part 

of this termo Economy of operation 1.§, achieved through obtaining 

the minimum cost per unit of heat., 



ASSUMPrrIONS 

In this development of the economical operating voltage 

several assumptions were made which should be brought to the 

reader's attention. 
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Fi;rst, the emissivity was considered to be a constant,, 

Strictly speaking, the emissivity varies with the temperat1.1re 

or, as presented here., would be dependent on the impressed 

voltage., This variation is slight and in no practical problems 

involving small temperature changes is it consideredo 

Second~ the resistance of the heating element material 

was considered to be constant over the temperature range con

sideredo The assuinption would not introduce an appreciable 

error since the Pesistance change with temperature of the 80-20 

nickel=chromium alloys is usually less than l?& in its working 

rangeo 

Third, all the heat lost or transferred by conduction and 

convection is neglectedo This has been discussed in detail in 

the text of this thesis,, 

Fourth, the curve of Figure 4 showing t,he total hours of 

life under standard intermittent heating in relation to temper·

ature has been extended through the use of its equation (Equation 

9)o The amount of extension necessary to cover furnace temper

atures would be small and the errors int1~oduced in this manner 

would be slight .. 

Fifth, the curve showing temperature increase as a fu..11.ction 
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of the square of the voltage ratio, Figure 59 was determined 

from an initial temperature of 2150° Fo In other words, this 

curve shows the increase in temperature that accompanies an 

increase in applied voltage over and above the temperature of 

2150° Fo obtained when operated at an impressed voltage equal to 

the rated voltageo This is perhaps the largest source of error., 

The lower the element temperature the greater the error intro

duced .. An extreme example is: assume an element operated with 

an impressed voltage of two volts at a temperature of 1000 F. 

has its voltage increased by one volt giving a squared voltage 

ratio of 2o25o It is evident that the increase in temperature 

would not be L~75o F o as indicated by Figure 5 .. 

The relations expressed by this curve would apply to only 

the higher operating temperatures of the alloy 0 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The cost of energy, resistance element temperature, temper

ature of the surroillldings, rating of the element, normal hours 

of life with standard intermittent heating, the voltage ratio, 

and the total element cost--initial cost plus replacement and 

maintenanc~ costs--determine the economical operating voltage of 
i 

a resistande heating elemento 

The basis of any furnace problem is--or should be--a heat 

problem: how to heat the charge to the required illliformity at 

lowest costo 8 The engineers in the field of heating element 

design appear to be illlaware of the economics involved. Designers 

prove this statement by the nature of their product and dec~ive 

the consumer by advertizing. At the present time, elements 

are designed with a certain energy density, watts per square 

inch of surface area, in mindo The energy density is chosen to 

give avert long life with no economic justification. 
' One of the important factors which determines the economi= 

cal operating point is the total element cost consisting of the 

initial cost of the element, replacement cost, and maintenance 

costso The initial cost and the maintenance costs are items 

without much possible improvemento The largest component in 

the total element cost in many cases is the replacement cost. 

To decrease the replacement cost which will extend the 

8 V. Paschkis., Industrial Electric Furnaces and Appliances, 
II.9 Po Vo 
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economicalllife 3 design engineers should also devote their 

attention .o the elements physical constructiono A plug-in unit 
i 

would result in an enormous decrease in the replacement cost 

and, at the same time, an increase in the economical lifeo 

Economy is very seldom thought of by the consumer, however, 

he should be informed and be aware of the factors involved. The 

only way this can be accomplished is for the engineers to change 
i 

their designs with the full-hearted backing of their companies, 

keeping in mind the relations determining the minimum cost per 

unit of heato 

The other factors determining the point of most economical 

operation are not as easily variedo The resistance element 

temperature and the temperature of the surroundings are fixed by 

the charge to be heated9 the furnace design, and the emissivity 

of the resistance element; all of which are out of the control 

of the heating element designero The cost of energy is another 

of the determining factors out of the control of the design 
I 

engineero i The reduction of the energy cost to a minimum value 

is the problem of the consumero 

The developments made here are based on information available 

which has been determined under standard intermittent heating 

tests as proposed by the AoSoToMo As stated before, these tests 

are used since their application results in the shortest life•of 

the materialc It shculd be kept in mind that the heating and 
I 

cooling cycle of two minutes on and two minutes off is seldom, 

if ever, encountered in practiceo The life of an element in 

normal use would be several times to as high as thirty times 



longer than indicated here.9 

The range of wire size discussed is rather limited, #18 

to f24 gage. This size of wire would only be found in small 

units. To apply these principles to large units, where the 
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application of economics would be of the most value, further 

experimental work is necessary to establish the relations between 

life factor, temperature, normal hours of life, and voltage ratio 

for resistors of larger cross-section and re.·ctangula.r shapes. 

Economy based on sound engineering principles can be adapted 

to the design of ·electric resistance heating elements. More 

research along the same general lines of this thesis would be 

desirable. The economics of heating element design is of value 

not only to the user of electric furnaces and heating devices 

but also to the manufacturer. 

9 Bash, ~· ~., XXXIII, 145. 
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